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-~~nts,whichtoo~p~c~~t- ,-:.,.;---:__;;._.,1-,,.,. -Reich and Glass: 
Skip La Plante's loft, were cer- ·• '· · 
tainly a homey affair; attend- . . .• ' . . sk anyone who 'Versus· or Eq· uals? - . 
ing as a critic was a little like can stand minimalism at all whether · · · • 
lrying to ~valuate some they prefer Steve Reich or Philip Glass, : 
unsuspecting family's di'!ner and the answer, I've found, comes 
c,onversation., One could easi~ quickly, Though: the two started out as . pared down to a single interval, and he 
ly b~ ~o!"descending aboutthe · i the Tweeciled~e ~1Tweedledum of the does repeat a lot, not only within a 
7.0s.flower-child attitudes, the : avant-garde, their r'..~pu~tions_ have di- work but ~om piece to piece. It ~ay be 
loose-knit performances, and , yerged sharply, even while their careers a moot point that he usually wntes for . 
~he Instruments made 'from : remain oddly parallel. My classical-mu- theater, which requires music that gives 

. car~board tubes,jelly jars, : sic friends are quickro praise Reich and out-information more sparsely. Fur- 
and detuned zithers. Overall, : dismiss Glass as a sellout. Glass's fans thermore, in interviews Reich connects 

··though, it was refreshing to ·: seem to come from rock, or at least from himself entirely-to classical sources like 
see a group so dedicated to : among those for whom quiet concert 12th-century organum and Debussy, 
spirited music-making out- , listening is not a habit. And with Glass while some of Glass's most musically 
:side the profit~oriented een-: : and Reich each making something of a embarrass ing moments have stemmed· 
fines of the music industry. I : comeback in recent years-with Glass's from his forays into self-conscious pop. 
especially enjoyed La Plant~•s : The V~,we revived by the Met this sea- In terms.of compositional strategy, 
expert mallet chops, which : son and Reich at Alice Tully Hall-the ·. however, I don't find the two far apart.. 
transcended his homespun in- : ·differences~ their public reception have Reich now. uses additively expanding 
strum_ents, and also admired : _been available for renewed scrutiny. rhythmic structures, just as Glass did in 
Lisa Karrer:'s emotively quic:k- .. :: . & . someone who occasionally his early process pieces like Music. in 

· silver vocal techniques in an : sco~s through the scores of both com- Fifths; meanwhile, Glass now tends to 
arrangement of Estoni_an folk . : posers with a fine-tooth comb, I find add notes within a stable, repeating time 

. songs. Cuest violinist Jason : the distinction curious, and not reflect- frame, much as Reich once did in 
Hwang drew a fine chaos frem : . ed in th~ notes on the page. It's true that Drumming. And the important differ- 
the group, and in Critical : Reich gilds his music with a greater en~es do notpoirit to Reich as the more 
Hess, John Bertles elicited : . : intricacy of surface .derail. The unpre- . highbrow figw.;~. ~t. any given moment, 
almost poetic noises from : dictability on a measure-to-measure ,Reich'.s music tends to articulate a'fairly 
electronic eempenents that. j -Ievel makes his repetitions seem less ob- ,.· bland, white-note.fliatonic scale. From 
had, for all practical pu_rpos_:: : . vious and gives -his pieces the patina of Music in 12 P!!--m· and Einstein on the 

. ,es, long ago bit the dust. : .classical chamber music. Glass's style is Beach on, Glass has always been inter- 
-KG. : more bare-bones, .his motives often ested in more complex pitch structures 
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Al .. signs-irid:icate Reich {left) and Class are .still neck and neck. 

• than Reich. Alihnaten crashes an A-fl.at er's, and both pave b~ doing more in 
majortriad into .6.JillllOr over 'arid over, teresting work lately after a creative 
like watching a wave hit .. a wall: in slow . slump in the '80s (possibly brought on 
motion. The Viry,we uses similarly harsh by economic necessity in both cases). 
bitonalities, laced into complex rhyth- They still Brovide .models for how to 
mic cycles of 49 or 52 beats. Admitted- present bizarre sonic phenomena at an 

, ly, Glass tiptoes into his complexities so audience-friendly pace. I think intellec 
gradually that the most timid dissonance tuals have written off Glass too quickly, 
hatt:r.i$ inured to-thein by the time !hey _ considering ~ich's ip11;Sic more "d~si 

,; .¥,rj.yi~_.punvhen musicians dis~~~a.O: . cal" for feat,ti;r,es. that\ are ultimately 
entire-scene; it's oftmon the basis of.the superfici~. And I find psychologically 

. humdrum opening measures. · intriguing tl}i:, v,.el{~rp.tpce with which 
' · ·seems to me, Re;ich and Glass are they make acclistinction that,. under 
still neck and rieck. Each has written dose examination, melts like an April 
pieces I like better J:han most of the oth- snow:flake. ❖ 
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